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Abstract

This study compares four nasalance measures computed as ratios between the amplitude of signals recorded with accelerometers and microphones. Two new measures based on RMS amplitude differences between the nasal signal and either the vocal folds vibration signal (LND) or the oral acoustic signal (OND) are introduced. Measures were compared on a total of 584 utterances produced by four native French speakers. Results show that (1) all measures separate nasal from oral consonants, (2) the different experimental setups cannot be considered equivalent, (3) difference-based measures appear to better describe the time course of nasality than ratio-based measures.

Index Terms: nasality, nasalance, accelerometer, microphone

1. Introduction

Acoustic correlates of nasality are complex [1]. It is therefore interesting to supply the acoustic signal by other types of signals, which give a more direct indication of nasality [2]. X-ray [3], EMA [4], Nasoendoscopes [5] or PNG [6] give a direct indication of the state of the velopharyngeal port, but these instruments are invasive. When the velum lowers, the nasal cavity is coupled with the oral cavity, and the excitation from the glottis propagates in the nose. The signal from the nasal cavity can be recorded by non-invasive instruments, either by measuring the vibration on the skin by an accelerometer or by recording the acoustic signal using a microphone.

The main limitation of acoustic recordings for the study of nasality is the difficulty of separating the nasal and the oral acoustic output, since the mouth and the nose are very close and both outputs are mixed. This issue has been addressed by inserting a probe microphone inside the nostril [7] or by physically separating the nasal and oral signals using a barrier [8, 9]. Moreover, the intensity of the nasal output is not only a function of the degree of nasal coupling: it also reflects the vocal effort, which cannot be easily controlled or kept constant through utterances by speakers [10].

A number of instruments and measures based on acoustic measures of nasality have been developed since the 70s. Only measures that enable a temporally accurate tracking of nasality are considered here. Those measures are based on combinations of RMS amplitude measures (hereafter Arms(signal)) of a nasal and a vocal signal. Four different signals, summarized in Table 1, were used in the computation of those measures.

| Nm | Nasal acoustic signal measured by a nasal microphone |
| Vm | Oral acoustic signal measured by an oral microphone |
| Na | Nasal vibration measured by a nasal accelerometer |
| Va | Laryngeal vibration measured by a throat accelerometer |

Fletcher [11] defined The Oral Nasal Acoustic Ratio (TONAR) measured as an analog ratio, implemented on Kay eletmectrics, between Na and Vm:

\[
TONAR = \frac{\text{Arms(Nm)}}{\text{Arms(Vm)}}
\]  

Still using Kay electromics and the nasometer (which measures Nm and Vm), Dalston [12] introduced a measure of nasalance defined as the ratio between Nm and the sum of Nm and Vm:

\[
\text{Nasalance} = \frac{\text{Arms(Nm)}}{\text{Arms(Nm)} + \text{Arms(Vm)}}
\]

Since the vibration on the nasal surface can be detected, some authors [13, 14] used a nasal accelerometer placed on the lateral nasal cartilage (Na). However, Stevens et al. underline that the accelerometer not only captures variations in nasality, but also changes in intensity, as the acoustic measures do [15]. Horii [16] defines the Horii Oral Nasal Coupling (HONC) index as the ratio between the amplitudes of a nasal accelerometer (Na) and a glottal accelerometer placed on the neck surface (Va), normalized by a calibration constant k that represents the value of the ratio on maximally nasalized speech productions:

\[
\text{HONC} = k \frac{\text{Arms(Na)}}{\text{Arms(Va)}}
\]

The NAVI measure, equivalent to HONC, was developed by Redenbaugh and Reich to evaluate the link between physiology and perception of hypernasality [18]. Since the throat accelerometer may be influenced by factors such as the vowel quality and the mode of phonation, Horii [17] examined the correlation between the N/V ratio, V being obtained from an oral microphone (Vm) and N from a nasal accelerometer (Na), and perceived hypernasality in speech:

\[
\frac{N}{V} = \frac{\text{Arms(Na)}}{\text{Arms(Vm)}}
\]

All measures presented above were mainly developed in order to describe the speech of English-speaking patients suffering from hypo- or hyper-nasality. The first purpose of this study is to compare the different instruments on healthy speakers of a language with both nasal vowels and nasal consonants such as French. The second purpose of this study is to determine the best minimal experimental setup that can be used on the field. We also introduce new measures computed from a nasal accelerometer and either a glottal accelerometer (LND) or an oral microphone (OND), which appear to bring important information to study the time course of nasality for the nasal consonants.

2. Methodology

2.1. Subjects

Four native speakers of standard French (two males, two females, aged 30 in average) participated in this study. None of them had any diagnosed language trouble.
2.2. Speech material
The recorded corpus can be subdivided into three parts. The first part is composed of isolated sustained vowels. All French oral (/i, y, e, o, e, o, e, o, e, a/) and nasal (/n, tʃ, s/) vowels were included. The second part is composed of 30 CVCCVC logatoms, with C={t, d, n, z, s} and V={a, i, o, a, e, ɛ, õ}. The third part of the corpus is composed of 30 French words including a nasal consonant with another consonant as left of right context. All these words have a CN, NC or NN sequence, where C={p, t, k, b, d, g, l, f, v, z, ɹ, l, r} and N={m, n}, for instance apnée (apnea) or amena (amena) or Parkinson (parkinson). All the utterances were produced twice by every subject.

2.3. Recording setup
All data were recorded in a soundproof room. Two microphones and two pairs of accelerometers were used, as illustrated in Figure 1. The oral acoustic signal was recorded using an AKG C520 headset microphone. A double piezoelectric accelerometer (K&K Sound System Hot Spot) was stuck to the speaker’s lateral nose bridges using double-sided adhesive tape [19]. A Panasonic reversible electrodynamic transducer was inserted into the speaker’s right nostril to be used as a nasal microphone. This transducer is equivalent to a high acoustic pressure (120 dB SPL) electret microphone with a frequency response range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz [20]. A double piezoelectric accelerometer (K&K Sound System Hot Spot) was placed on the speaker’s throat at the larynx level using double-sided adhesive tape. These accelerometers have a frequency response range from 20 Hz to 15 kHz.

The nasal microphone and the double piezoelectric accelerometers were connected to preamplifiers with 30 dB gain. These preamplifiers and the headset microphone were connected to a multichannel recording device (Rack Flight Pro Mixer 12U) and linked up to a Mac computer. The recording process was monitored by the Pro Tools LE software v7.4. All signals were recorded at a sampling rate of 48 kHz.

![Figure 1: Location of the two microphones and the two pairs of piezoelectric transducers on the speaker’s face and neck (adapted from [21]).](image)

2.4. Calibration
Since the four signals are recorded in independent channels as described supra, the gain of each channel and their relative values had to be carefully controlled for each speaker.

The retained calibration procedure was to set the gain levels from a sustained nasal consonant /m/, supposed to be produced with the highest nasal amplitude [17], and a sustained open vowel /a/, which is known to the vowel with the highest oral amplitude. Levels were first adjusted on a sustained /a/ to obtain the same volume Vmax for the headset microphone and the laryngeal accelerometer on this vowel, used as a reference. Secondly, the gain values of the nasal microphone and the nasal accelerometers were adjusted to obtain the volume Vmax on a sustained /m/. The purpose of this gain calibration process is to obtain higher amplitude on nasal signals (Nm and Na) compared to vocal signals (Vm and Va) during the production of nasal segments.

2.5. Implemented measures
The four measures based on ratios of signal amplitudes and presented in section 1 were tested: TONAR, Nasalance, HONC and N/V. The calibration constant k used in the computation of the HONC measure is supposed to represent the value of the ratio on maximally nasalized speech productions. For each speaker, the value of k was therefore defined as the ratio Arms(Na)/Arms(Va) during the production of a sustained /m/.

2.6. Measurements based on RMS amplitude difference
A drawback of ratios between oral and nasal signals is that they exhibit high values on segments with very low energy on both signals used in the ratio calculation, which is typically the case in voiceless plosives (see Figure 4). Such segments as well as silent parts can therefore be incorrectly interpreted as nasalized. Some authors indicate that the nasality ratio should be applied only to voiced segments [18]. Indeed, the unwanted inclusion of low-energy parts of signal may have drastic consequences. Since nasality indices based on amplitude differences are expected to be less sensitive to such cases, we introduce and evaluate the new measures LND (Laryngeal Nasal Difference) and OND (Oral Nasal Difference).

The LND difference is computed from the RMS amplitudes of the nasal and laryngeal accelerometers, as:

\[ \text{LND} = \text{Arms}(kVa \cdot Na) - \text{Arms}(Va) \]  

(5)

In order to compensate for the possible imprecision of the gain calibration process, the nasal signal is rescaled to the level of the laryngeal nasal signal. The constant kVa is therefore set to the ratio between the amplitude of the laryngeal accelerometer during the production of a sustained /a/ (considered as the most oral segment) and that of the nasal accelerometer during the production of a sustained /m/ (considered as the most nasal segment).

The OND difference is computed from the RMS amplitudes of the nasal accelerometers and that of the oral microphone, as:

\[ \text{OND} = \text{Arms}(kVm \cdot Na) - \text{Arms}(Vm) \]  

(6)

Similarly to the kVa constant used in LND calculation, kVm is set to the ratio between the amplitude of the oral microphone during the production of a sustained /a/ and that of the nasal accelerometer during the production of a sustained /m/. Note that since the units of the Na and Vm signals are not homogenous, kVm is expressed in m³Pa⁻¹s⁻². Note that since the units of the Na and Vm signals are not homogenous, kVm is expressed in m³Pa⁻¹s⁻². An expected advantage of LND/OND over ratio-based measures is that it makes the definition of a nasality threshold more straightforward. Indeed, values of LND/OND are expected to be positive on nasal segments. LND/OND are supposed to be less sensitive to the inclusion of low-energy parts of signal such as voiceless consonants, compared to ratio-based measures (see Figure 4). However, it should be noted that the interpretation of the value zero as mid-oral or mid-nasal would not be fully consistent with the notion of nasality. In order to retain only values corresponding to nasalized portions of the signal, negative values are therefore set to 0.
2.7. Phonetic labeling
The phonetic labels and boundaries were manually determined by a trained phonetician, for all 146 sustained vowels and utterances produced by each of the 4 speakers.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Distinctiveness of nasality measures

Nasality measures values can be mainly interpreted relatively to a nasality threshold depending on the speaker. In order to account for this variability, raw values of these measures were transformed into z-scores for each speaker. As illustrated on Figure 2, the distribution of nasality values on phonetic classes varies according to the nasality measure considered. For every measure except N/V, nasal consonants are attributed the highest values. The particularly high values attributed to voiceless plosives by N/V underline the urge to apply ratios only on voiced segments, as recommended by [18]. Though less obvious, such overestimation of nasality in voiceless plosives can be observed in the three other ratios. Figure 2 suggests that only LND and OND attribute a high degree of nasality for nasal consonants and nasal vowels, while voiceless consonants are ranked as the less nasalized. The distribution of the degree of nasality on phonetic classes for LND and OND is therefore more consistent with the sonority scale of nasality [22]. Figure 2 shows that only LND and OND attribute a high degree of nasality for nasal consonants and nasal vowels, while voiceless consonants are ranked as the less nasalized. The distribution of the degree of nasality on phonetic classes for LND and OND is therefore more consistent with the sonority scale of nasality [22].

Figure 3 shows the average z-score values of the six measures for nasal vs. oral consonants produced by the four speakers. The ability of each measure to distinguish nasal vs. oral segments was evaluated separately for consonants and vowels by ANOVAs with the z-transformed measure as dependent variables, and the speaker and the nasality status of the segment as fixed factors. The effect of nasality was found highly significant (p<.001) for all six measures, for both consonants and vowels. Since the speaker*nasality interaction was also found highly significant, separate analyses were performed for each speaker, using ANOVAs with only nasality as fixed factors. For consonants, the effect of nasality was found highly significant (p<.001) for all measures and all speakers. For vowels, though the effect of nasality was found highly significant for most speakers and measures, LND and OND do not distinguish oral vs. nasal vowels produced by speaker M2.

3.2. Relationships between nasality measures

Table 1 summarizes the mean correlation coefficients computed on voiced segments between the six nasality measures for all the four speakers. Unsurprisingly, the highest correlation is found between TONAR and nasalance, which are calculated from the same signals. Measures computed from the nasal and laryngeal accelerometers appear to be moderately correlated to measures computed from the nasal accelerometer and the oral microphone (HONC vs. N/V and LND vs. OND). The rather high correlations between N/V and measures obtained from both microphones show that the nasal microphone and the nasal accelerometer capture similar phenomena. Indeed, the correlation between the RMS amplitudes of Na and Nm is r=.874 on voiced segments. Comparatively, the correlation between the RMS amplitude of the oral microphone signal and that of the laryngeal accelerometer is only r=.676.

Table 1: Mean correlations between the six nasality measures on voiced segments (four speakers pooled)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TONAR</th>
<th>Nasalance</th>
<th>HONC</th>
<th>N/V</th>
<th>LND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nasalance</td>
<td>.990</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONC</td>
<td>.531</td>
<td>.530</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/V</td>
<td>.822</td>
<td>.811</td>
<td>.669</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LND</td>
<td>.478</td>
<td>.474</td>
<td>.707</td>
<td>.534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OND</td>
<td>.672</td>
<td>.657</td>
<td>.606</td>
<td>.719</td>
<td>.797</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 shows the acoustic signal recorded from the oral microphone and the variations of the six measures for the word 'cornflakes' (borrowed from English and produced as /ˈkɔrnflɛks/ uttered by speaker F1. The LND and OND measures seem to best describe the time course of nasality in the production of nasal segments compared to ratio-based measures. This observation is consistent with the qualitative analysis of measures variations on other utterances and speakers. Positive LND and negative OND values (before negative values cancelation) observed for the oral vowel /ɛ/ illustrate the difficulty of appropriately defining the nasality threshold from calibration values. Indeed, this vowel is detected as nasal in the first case, and as non-nasal in the second case. Defining nasality ranges depending on the phonetic class of analyzable segments might therefore be a more realistic objective than the definition of a unique multipurpose nasality threshold.
4. Conclusions
All evaluated nasality measures from accelerometers and microphones successfully separate nasal vs. oral consonants. However, voiceless segments have to be discarded before applying ratio-based measures. New difference-based measures LND and OND require an accurate definition of the calibration values, which have a direct impact on the nasality thresholds or ranges. Indeed, in our preliminary evaluation of these new measures, the chosen calibration values did not enable an appropriate separation of nasal vs. oral vowels for every speaker. Calibration values will have to be fine-tuned by matching difference-based measures with more direct physiological nasality data (velum opening measured using a PNG [23] and nasal pressure measures).

Correlations between measures indicate that different experimental setups can hardly be considered as equivalent. In order to determine minimal setups enabling a reliable measure of nasality, measures obtained from different setups have to be compared to physiological measures. According to the current state of knowledge on nasality phenomena, difference-based measures appear to better describe the time course of nasality, compared to ratio-based measures. Reference physiological measures will also enable an objective evaluation of the appropriateness of nasality measures to describe the time-course of nasality.
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Figure 4: Variation of the values of the six nasality measures during the production of the word cornflakes (borrowed from English and produced as /kɔsnəflɛks/) by speaker F1. LND and OND values are plotted without negative values removal.